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a b s t r a c t

Breast cancer is one of the most common women's cancers, so an available diagnostic

modality, particularly non-invasive, is important. Infrared thermography (IRT) is a support-

ing diagnostic modality. Until now, many finite element methods (FEM) numerical models

have been constructed to evaluate IRT's diagnostic value and to relate breast skin tempera-

ture characteristics with breast structural disorder presence, particularly to distinguish

between cancerous types and normal structures. However, most of the models were not

based on any clinical data, except for several papers based on clinical magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) data, wherein a three-dimensional (3D) breast model was studied. In our

paper, we propose a very simplified numerical two-dimensional FEM model constructed

based on clinical ultrasound data of breasts, which is much cheaper and available in real-

time as opposed to MRI data. We show that our numerical simulations enabled us to

distinguish between types of healthy breasts in agreement with the clinical classification

and with thermographic results. The numerical breast models predicted the possibility of

differentiation of cancerous breasts from healthy breasts by significantly different skin

temperature variation ranges. The thermal variations of cancerous breasts were in the range

of 0.5 8C–3.0 8C depending on the distance of the tumor from the skin surface, its size, and

the cancer type. The proposed model, due to its simplicity and the fact that it was

constructed based on clinical ultrasonographic data, can compete with the more sophisti-

cated 3D models based on MRI.
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. Introduction

reast cancer is one of the most common cancers in women all
ver the world. In Poland, until 2007, breast cancer was the
ost common cause of all cancer-related deaths affecting the

emale population; now, it is in second place after lung cancer
1].The etiology of breast cancer is unknown. Undoubtedly, one
f the most important risk factors of breast cancer with high
enetration is the mutation of the tumor suppressor genes
amed BRCA1 and BRCA2. The standard techniques of
iagnostic imaging of breast cancer are mammography,
agnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomog-

aphy (PET), and ultrasonography. Mammography is the most
opular standard screening technique for the early detection
f breast cancer. However, it is an invasive technique due to
onizing irradiation and is not friendly to patients because of
xamination discomfort, particularly for pregnant patients.
dditionally, mammography is not recommended for dense
reast study. However, noninvasive MRI and PET are time-
onsuming imaging techniques. Additionally, they need
xpensive equipment and are not readily available. They also
equire more qualified personnel to perform the examination.

A new technique that could help in the early diagnosis of
reast cancer has been continuously sought. The review paper
2] discussed recent trends in novel microwave imaging (MI).
he paper reviewed the current most commonly available
creening methods and biomarkers along with biosensor
echniques for diagnosing early-stage breast cancer. The
uthors stated that recent developments in the MI approaches
nd biosensors using different biomarkers for breast cancer
etection have brought new hope for improvement of the
iagnosis of early-stage breast cancer because MI has the
otential to become a low-risk alternative or clinical comple-
ent to conventional mammography for diagnosing breast
ancer. However, it should be underlined that MI and
iosensor techniques are still not being implemented for
linical trials. Contrary to the above-discussed modalities,
reast ultrasonography is already clinically acceptable, cheap,
uick, safe, non-invasive, and the most accessible imaging
echnique [3]. However, the proper interpretation of ultra-
ound images, as opposed to imaging involving non-mechan-
cal waves, is complicated and strongly dependent on the type
f equipment and the doctor's experience, as proposed by [2].
reast ultrasonography has been additionally enriched in
ecent years by parallel imaging of microflows (Doppler
maging) and imaging of local tissue stiffness as described
n [4], but computer diagnosis instead of a doctor's diagnosis of
reast cancer is still not acceptable. Additionally, researchers
till continuously seek new modalities of ultrasonography
USG) useful in the early diagnosis of breast cancer or therapy
onitoring, including chemotherapy [5].
The idea of evaluating breast tissue abnormalities by non-

nvasive registering of breast skin temperature, i.e. infrared
hermography (IRT), appeared after advanced infrared ther-
ometers began to be available. A major contribution in this
eld was described in papers [6–8], and a review paper [9],
ritten by the same group of authors, presented the

developed a numerical finite element method (FEM) breast
model with idealized three-dimensional geometry. The
numerical breast model was built from tissue components
(regions) such as the areola, subcutaneous fat layer, gland,
muscle, thoracic wall, and tumor regions. The authors
compared the results with the results obtained during IRT
tests. Numerical simulation along with IRT results was used to
estimate the metabolic heat production in [11] and [12]. In
these papers, to prove the thesis that infrared imaging can be a
useful tool to describe the malignancy of a tumor, a three-
dimensional (3D) model of a breast was used in the FEM
simulations. The numerical estimation of temperature distri-
bution on breast skin by an idealized two-dimensional (2D)
model of a breast was studied in many papers as proposed by
[13], [14]. The geometry of the model of the breast was assumed
as a 2D hemisphere shape, consisting of several layers similar
to the symmetry and internal tissue structure of the mammary
gland. The authors` studies focused on cancer size and
location and its influence on surface temperature distribution.
In [12] and [13], the effect of metabolism and the perfusion rate
on the skin temperature profile was analyzed. The results
showed that blood perfusion has a greater influence on the
temperature distribution than the value of metabolism. In [15],
the relationships between the location, size, and depth of a
breast tumor and the heat-generation rate using the value of
skin temperature distribution obtained from IRT were ana-
lyzed. The artificial neural network (ANN) and genetic
algorithm were applied. In [16], an automatic algorithm
named fuzzy active contours was created to segment the
cancerous breast regions from thermography. The program
could select the edges and core from the analyzed image of a
tumor.

All of the abovementioned FEM models and many other
models dealing with bioheat transfer inside breasts or other
tissues are based on Penne's bioheat transfer equation
proposed in [17], which is also used in our paper. Recently,
in [18], thermographic images as an additional tool for early
breast cancer detection were discussed. In the paper, a 2D
model of abreast in the COMSOL software was used to estimate
the temperature of the breast surface. The temperature
distribution in the three main types of breast cancer and
healthy breasts were compared without assuming the values
of the breast tissue's thermophysical properties. The authors
underlined that IRT could be a great additional diagnostic
technique. Nowadays, the literature on that subject has also
highlighted the great potential of thermography as an
additional method in early breast cancer screening. In [19],
the use of machine learning applied to the thermography of
breast tissue for the early detection of breast cancer was
proposed. The breast condition classification was carried out
using two methods, namely ANN and support vector
machines. In a recent paper [20], the role of IRT and the
importance of numerical models in the further development of
thermography were reviewed. Image acquisition protocols,
segmentation techniques, feature extractions, and classifica-
tion methods have been presented to increase the reliability of
thermography over the years due to the development of
machine learning and ANN. Particularly, in [21], the modern

b i o c y b e r n e t i c s a n d b i o m e d i c a l e n g i n e e r i n g x x x ( 2 0 1 9 ) x x x – x x x
hermography as promising noninvasive breast tumor detec-
ion, as did the more recent review paper [10]. The authors
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reliability of thermography. Classification of breast screening
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Table 1 – Characterization of the four healthy breasts.

No. The thickness of the fat layer [mm] Distance between cyst and skin [mm] Cyst radius [mm] Type of breast

1 5.28 20.70 8.18 P2
2 7.45 14.70 3.00 P2
3 7.48 20.40 3.00 P1
4 3.66 0.00 0.00 N1

b i o c y b e r n e t i c s a n d b i o m e d i c a l e n g i n e e r i n g x x x ( 2 0 1 9 ) x x x – x x x 3
IRT to passive and active was recently proposed in [22]. Passive
screening does not use any additional energy supplied to the
body of the test subject during temperature measurement.
Active IRT uses the changes in the image of the temperature
distribution that occur due to the introduction of external
heating or cooling sources. In [22], different regimes of the
external infrared radiation transmission regarded as the
impact of infrared energy in reading dynamic thermography
were analyzed. Additionally, cooling as an external stimulus
introduced to breast IRT resolution enhancement was studied
in [23] using commercial COMSOL FEM software. The authors
demonstrated that the relationships between the temperature
distributions obtained by computational modeling combined
with thermographic imaging and dynamic cooling can be an
important tool in the early detection of breast cancer.
Numerical modeling of temperature distribution allows for
elucidating the relationships between the process of internal
temperature transfer in breast tissue and the temperature
profile on its surface. Measuring the spatial temperature
distribution inside the tissue in vivo necessary not only for
diagnostic purposes but also for thermal therapy applications
is one of the most important research issues. A good standard
of internal temperature measurement is the MRI technique.
For example, in high-intensity focused ultrasound therapies,
the knowledge of the thermal dose and size of thermal lesions
as well as, in diagnostic ultrasound imaging, the thermal state
of the breast are crucial, so many numerical models of bioheat
transfer were used and described in [24–26]. Other modern
early cancer detection techniques, e.g. MI as proposed by [27
,28], and photoacoustic imaging, as proposed by [29], also need
numerical modeling support in the context of bioheat transfer.
Recently, attention was paid in [30] to the fact that, in the IRT
diagnosis of cancer, not only the breast gland but also the
breast nodule should be taken into account. Modest but non-
standard applications of estimation of the relationships
between the spatial temperature distribution inside breast
tissue and on its surface were considered in [31,32]. In those
papers, it was shown that forced temperature changes inside
the breast in vivo caused by heating the breast skin by several
degrees Celsius improved the quality of ultrasound imaging.

In the following, we limited ourselves to take into account
only passive thermography results. We also did not use
sophisticated numerical modeling; we just aimed to show a
simple idea of how, using standard breast ultrasonography
together with a simplified model of bioheat transfer, we can
predict the internal breast anatomical structure. We examined
14 women to confirm the thermography measurements in
connection with an assessment of cancer diagnosis possibili-
ties.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
ultrasonic and IRT data acquisition and basic formulation of
Please cite this article in press as: Korczak I, et al. Numerical pred
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the FEM numerical breast bioheat transfer model. Section 3
summarizes the results, and Sections 4 and 5 contain the
discussion and concluding remarks, respectively.

2. Materials and methods

We studied the healthy and cancerous breasts of 14 women.
The ultrasound data for the healthy breasts were obtained by
performing an ultrasound examination at the Institute of
Fundamental Technological Research of the Polish Academy
of Science. Informed consent was obtained from all patients
participating in the study to performed examination and
publish the report. The group of women with healthy breasts
was represented only by four volunteers aged between 25 and
70 years. Due to the limited number of subjects, our
investigation should be treated as a case study. It could help
us frame questions for more rigorously designed clinical
studies. Ultrasound examinations were performed according
to Polish Ultrasounds Society standards, cf. [33], using
UltrasonixSonix Touch machine with linear probe L5�14
MHz.The results obtained from the ultrasonography exami-
nation of the four healthy breasts are given in Table 1. The first
column contains the calculated from ultrasonographic scans
mean values of the breast tissue layers, the second and the
third, the position and size of the cyst, respectively, and the
fourth contains the breast density category, [34]. Namely, N1
corresponds to fatty normal breast, P1, and P2 to prominent
ducts occupying less than 25%, and more than 25% but less
than 75% of the breast volume, respectively.

The ultrasound data of the second breast group, cancerous
breasts, was chosen from the medical database of breast
cancer was created previously in the Institute of Fundamental
Technological Research of the Polish Academy of Science,
published in [35]. The database was reviewed and grouped for
cases with cancer and concerning the tumor's size and
location in the breast. The selection of cases for our analysis
was guided by the assumption that the data were sufficiently
diverse in terms of tumor size and distance from the surface of
the breast skin. We limited ourselves to choosing 10 cases of
breasts with cancer. Table 2 contains the results of the doctor's
ultrasonography examination of the 10 cancerous breasts. The
first two columns contain the width of the tissue layer
calculated as mean values from ultrasonographic scans, and
the next columns contain the tumor size and position.
Similarly, as in Table 1, the width of tissue layers given in
the two first columns, are calculated from ultrasonographic
scans mean values, and the two next columns contain the cyst
characteristics and type of breast.

At first, we introduced as simply as possible the geometrical
model's usefulness for estimation of temperature distribution
iction of breast skin temperature based on thermographic and
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Table 2 – Characterization of 10 cancerous breasts.

No. Skin layer [mm] Fat layer [mm] Tumor radius [mm] Tumor coordinates E
and C [mm]

1 1.38 4.85 2.65 16.06 11.96
2 2.49 5.37 4.83 9.21 13.14
3 0.82 Not Applicable 3.80 16.60 27.23
4 1.44 Not Applicable 7.70 17.48 23.99
5 1.89 6.86 7.67 23.51 22.09
6 1.06 5.67 6.02 19.61 16.19
7 0.94 8.82 3.18 17.15 17.25
8 2.29 6.32 1.78 25.56 11.82
9 1.01 6.50 2.89 23.10 20.66
10 1.47 9.04 13.66 20.74 25.63

b i o c y b e r n e t i c s a n d b i o m e d i c a l e n g i n e e r i n g x x x ( 2 0 1 9 ) x x x – x x x4
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n the breast skin surface of the healthy breasts and cancerous
reasts. To this end, the ultrasound data from the US images of
he 14 breasts were transferred to the MATLAB software (The
athWorks Inc., Natick, MA, U.S.A., version R2015a). Using the
tandard image analysis, we found the individual thickness of
ayers such as the skin, fat, and glandular layers. Additionally,
he sizes of lesions, tumors, or cysts and their locations
oncerning the skin surface were determined. The obtained
alues were averaged and used as parameters in the
eometrical breast model created as a 2D structure (Fig. 2)
irectly related to the USG scan. Based on the geometry
resented in Fig. 2, the numerical modeling of bioheat transfer
as performed in the AbaqusFEM software (Abaqus 6.11
oftware, Dassault SystèmesSimulia Corp., Providence, RI, U.S.
.). In the numerical simulation, a custom-developed program
ritten in Fortran (Intel Visual Fortran Compiler Professional
1.1) to model perfusion and metabolism factors was used. The
teps performed to compare the temperature distribution on
he surface of the breasts obtained from the thermography
mages and temperature distributions calculated by the FEM
odels are presented in Fig. 1.
The thermographic examination was performed for the

our healthy volunteers, at the company Braster SA using their
hermography equipment, and the method described in [36].
uring the test, the ambient temperature was 22 8C. Body
emperature stabilization was achieved after one hour. The
tudy was conducted in an air-conditioned room without
indows. Before performing thermographic tests, each patient
ompleted an appropriate questionnaire, taking into account
nformation about the health condition and any reservations
hat would make it impossible to perform the experiment and
xclude the patient from the examination. Before the
rocedure, the candidate was informed about the course of
he examination. The patient had to give the written consent
o perform a thermography test. Moreover, before the test was
Fig. 1 – The methodology of breas

Please cite this article in press as: Korczak I, et al. Numerical p
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forbidden to take any physical exertion, eat hot drinks and
meals. The examination was performed in the sitting patient's
position, face to the FLIR thermographic camera, the Therma-
CAMTM S45 model, which has a field of view of 248 x 188/0.3 m,
the spatial resolution of 1.3 mrad, type detector focal plane
array (FPA), uncooled micro-bolometer, 320 � 240 pixels; a
spectral range of 7.5–13 mm; temperature range used between
- 10 8C and + 55 8C, the accuracy of 71% of readings. The test
results were saved in a digital form on the computer disk. The
obtained thermographic data was analyzed in the FLIR
Research IRTM Software program. An exemplary image of
breast skin thermography is shown in Fig. 3. The mean
temperatures of both the left and right breasts were deter-
mined. Furthermore, the points with the highest and the
lowest temperatures were located.

The numerical simulations of the breasts were based on
Penne's bioheat equation (see [17]).The effects of metabolism
and blood perfusion were added as additional heat sources to
the heat transfer equation in the heterogeneous volume of
breast tissue. The following form of Penne's equation was used
in the FEM simulations:

rt xð Þct xð Þ @T
@t

¼ r � kt xð ÞrT þ rbcbwb Tb � Tð Þ

þ Qm xð Þ for x in V; (1)

Where t denotes time, (∙) denotes the scalar multiplication of

vectors, r denotes the space gradient operator, V denotes the volume

occupied by breast tissue, x denotes the space variable, kt(x), rt(x),

and ct(x) are the thermal conductivity, density, and specific heat,

respectively, of components like fat, tumor, cyst, skin or gland tissue

in point x belonging to the sub-volume of V occupied by this compo-

nent, rb and cb are the density (kg/m3) and the specific heat of the

blood (J/kg/K), respectively, vb is the blood perfusion rate (ml/s/mL),

Qm xð Þ is the metabolic heat generation rate (W/m3) of the tissue in
t numerical model development.

rediction of breast skin temperature based on thermographic and
med Eng (2020), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bbe.2020.10.007
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Fig. 2 – USG image and schematic diagram of the numerical model: A) USG data of a cancerous breast, B) simplified
geometrical model of a breast where A denotes the thickness of the skin layer, B denotes the thickness of the fat layer, C and
E denote the locations of the tumor or cyst in the breast gland, and D denotes the size of the tumor or cyst (Table 1, Table 2).
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point x, Tb is the arterial blood temperature (³C) and T is the local

temperature (³C) of the breast tissue.

The temperature of the arterial blood was approximated to
be the core temperature of the body, 37 8C.

The initial temperature of the body and the arterial blood
temperature was assumed to be equal to 37 8C. The external
(ambient) temperature was assumed to be equal to 22 8C. To
solve the bioheat Eq. (1), the Dirichlet boundary conditions
were stated on the three internal walls of the breast scan
(Fig. 4), where temperature T was assumed to be 37 8C
(constant). On the ‘‘skin’’ wall, the Cauchy boundary condition
(2) for the heat flux was stated. Then, the temperature of the
"skin" wall was calculated after the solution of the heat
transfer Eq. (1) was obtained.

The Cauchy boundary condition simulating heat transfer in
the ‘‘skin’’ wall of the breast scan had the following form:

n � krTð Þ ¼ h Tz � Tð Þ þ q0; (2)

where n denotes the normal vector to the skin surface,q0 is the
heat flux density directed into the breast tissue that was
Please cite this article in press as: Korczak I, et al. Numerical pred
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defined as equal to 0.0 [ W
m2 ], h is the convective heat transfer

coefficient taken as equal to 20.0 [ W
m��C ], and Tz is the external

temperature (ambient temperature) taken as equal to 22.0 8C.
The Cauchy boundary condition simulated heat dissipation

through the breast skin surface due to temperature differences
between the air and body temperatures. Table 3 contains the
material properties used in the FEM numerical calculations.

3. Results

3.1. Healthy breasts

Based on the ultrasonography examination, the thickness of
the fat tissue, the distance between the skin and abnormal
tissue, and the cyst radius were presented in Tables 1 and 2.

The data were used to create a 2D numerical model as
described above. A representative, numerically simulated
color-coded temperature distribution in healthy breast tissue
is presented in Fig. 5. It was observed that the temperature that
occurred on the breast surface was lower than that in the
iction of breast skin temperature based on thermographic and
ed Eng (2020), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bbe.2020.10.007
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Fig. 3 – Temperature profiles of the breasts obtained by thermography.
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reast's interior. The lowest temperature points were located
n the top center of the symmetric model.

From the temperature maps obtained as thermographic
mages of the right and left healthy breasts [Fig.6], distribution
symmetry was not observed. The results obtained in the
umerical simulation were compared with results obtained
rom the thermography in Table 4.

The mean temperature of the skin breast in thermography
as calculated as a mean value from points obtained from
hermographic images. The mean surface temperature of the
kin in numerical simulations was calculated as the mean
alue on a 2 cm line lying in the center of the upper edge of the
ig. 4 – Diagram of boundary conditions during the modeling 

Please cite this article in press as: Korczak I, et al. Numerical p
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rectangle, i.e. of an idealized image of 2D USG. It enabled to
partially eliminate the influence of the unreal boundary
conditions stated on the side edges of the rectangle.

The highest temperature obtained by both methods had
patient number 4, while the lowest temperature was observed
in patient number 3, as described by Table 4. In Table 1, these
patients were characterized by extreme values of the thickness
of the fat layer. As the breast structure significantly varies
among women, to determine whether the thickness of fat
tissue, cyst radius, metabolism, or perfusion influenced the
temperature distribution, additional simulations were per-
formed.
process.

rediction of breast skin temperature based on thermographic and
med Eng (2020), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bbe.2020.10.007
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Table 3 – Material properties. Data reproduced from [7,9,11,12,32].

Type of tissue Density
r [kg/m3]

Thermal conductivity
k [W/mK]

Specific heat
c [J/kgK]

Metabolism
Q [W/m3]

Blood Perfusion Rate[ml/s/mL]

Skin 1,200.00 0.23 3,330.00 368.00 106.00
Fat 930.00 0.21 2,770.00 400.00 47.00
Gland 1,050.00 0.48 3,770.00 700.00 150.00
Cyst 1,000.00 0.56 4,200.00 0.00 0.00
Tumor 1,050.00 0.48 3,852.00 29,000.00�58,000.00 10,000.00

Fig. 5 – Results of numerical simulations of the average temperature distribution in the healthy breasts.
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Fig. 7 shows that the temperature of the breast tissue
slightly decreased by 1 8C when the thickness of fat tissue
increased four times and by 1.4 8C when the thickness of fat
tissue increased to 8 mm.

As can be seen from Fig. 8, the temperature on the skin
decreased with an increase in the cyst radius. The decrease of
temperature was T = 31.1 8C for the 8 mm cyst in comparison
to the temperature measured at the surface of the breast
without a cyst at T = 31.6 8C (0.4 8C lower). In Penne's equation,
metabolism and blood perfusion were taken into account.
Therefore, the influence of those parameters on the tempera-
ture distribution was analyzed. The metabolism and perfusion
values were changed, while the thickness of the building tissue
layers remained unchanged.

The data in Table 5 show that when the metabolism value
increased by 40%, the temperature rose by 0.04 8C. Further-
more, it was observed that perfusion had a greater impact on
the temperature distribution on the breast skin surface than
metabolism. As can be seen, an increase in the metabolism
rate by a factor of n = 2 induced a temperature increase of
Please cite this article in press as: Korczak I, et al. Numerical pred
ultrasonographic data in healthy and cancerous breasts. Biocybern Biom
0.09 8C, while an increase in the perfusion by a factor of n = 2
caused a temperature increase of 0.68 8C.

3.2. Cancerous breasts

The numerical simulation included two types of tumors, benign
and malignant, and various rates of the heat transfer coefficient
of the benign and malignant cancer. The benign cancer was
defined by metabolic heat production equal to 29,000.00 W/m2,
and the malignant was defined by metabolic heat production of
58,000.00 W/m2. In Fig. 9, the influence of the two different tumor
types on the minimal values of the temperature on the skin
surface for various tumor sizes is shown. Table 6 summarizes the
dependencies of the minimal temperature of the breast surface
on the tumor size, tumor malignancy, and tumor location, given
here by the distance from the skin and percentage of fat
quantum in the breast anatomy.

The exemplary effect of the heat transfer coefficient on the
temperature distribution at the breast skin surface was
presented. Five cases of tumor sizes from our data were
iction of breast skin temperature based on thermographic and
ed Eng (2020), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bbe.2020.10.007
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Fig. 6 – Mean temperature obtained from computational simulation; left healthy breast (L) and right healthy breast (R).

Table 4 – A comparison of the results obtained from the thermography and numerical model applied to both breasts'
denotes a difference between the mean breast skin temperature obtained in the thermography and obtained in the
numerical model.

Patient Breast temperature
obtained in

thermography [³C]

Breast temperature obtained in the numerical model[³C] DT
[³C]

DT
[³C]

Left Right Left Right

1 33.20 33.30 31.18 2.02 2.12
2 32.90 32.70 31.20 1.70 1.50
3 28.70 29.10 30.93 2.23 1.83
4 33.50 33.70 31.73 1.77 1.97

Fig. 7 – The minimum temperature of the breast surface as a function of fat tissue thickness.

Fig. 8 – The minimum temperature of the breast surface as a function of cyst radius.
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Table 5 – Temperature values obtained concerning metabolism (Qm) and perfusion changes.

Qm[W/m3] T Qm[³C] DT Qm[³C] Perfusion [W/m3K] Tp [³C] DT p[³C]

500.00 32.56 0.00 496.00 32.29 0.00
700.00 32.60 0.04 900.00 31.85 0.44
1,000.00 32.65 0.09 1,800.00 31.17 1.12

Fig. 9 – The minimal temperature of the breast surface depending on the tumor radius for two different metabolism rates.
‘‘Healthy’’ denotes the breast model with the same structural parameters but without a cancerous lesion.

Table 6 – The minimal temperature on the breast surface for given tumor size, distance from the skin layer, and malignancy
with heat transfer coefficient equal to 20 W/mK.

Model Radius
[mm]

The minimal temperature on the
breast surface

Tumor distance from the skin layer [mm] Morphology

Metabolism:
29,000.00 W/m2

Metabolism:
59,000.00 W/m2

[%] fat quantum in
breast anatomy

8 1.78 28.79 29.04 11.82 15.81
1 2.65 30.30 30.52 11.96 12.13
2 4.83 30.04 30.44 13.14 13.44
6 6.02 29.98 31.00 16.19 14.19
7 3.18 28.70 29.13 17.25 22.04
9 2.89 29.06 29.27 20.66 16.24
5 7.67 30.00 31.34 22.09 17.16
4 7.70 30.00 31.62 23.99 100.00
10 13.66 30.52 32.19 25.63 22.61
3 3.80 29.24 29.64 27.23 100.00
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chosen, and the minimal skin temperature for two different
tumor types is shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 assuming the heat
transfer coefficients values of 10 and 20 W/mK, respectively.

The simulation takes into account the type of cancer. The
benign cancer was described by 29,000.00 W/m2 of metabolic
heat production and the malignant by 58,000.00 W/m2.

4. Discussion

The simplified breast geometry model introduced above in a
form without circular symmetry but based directly on the USG
Please cite this article in press as: Korczak I, et al. Numerical pred
ultrasonographic data in healthy and cancerous breasts. Biocybern Biom
scan was previously used to simulate the effects of ultrasonic
hyperthermia in soft tissues in papers [37,38].

In the healthy breast study, no asymmetry between the left
and right breasts in the measurements by the IRT temperature
distribution breast maps was observed. These breasts were
previously qualified by a medical doctor as healthy breasts.
The average temperature obtained from the analysis of
thermography data on the right and left breasts differed
insignificantly by less than 0.4 8C, as proposed by Table 4. This
confirmed that the four considered cases could be assumed as
healthy breasts in agreement with the USG examination. As
was noticed in the previous section the mean temperature of
iction of breast skin temperature based on thermographic and
ed Eng (2020), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bbe.2020.10.007
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Fig. 10 – The minimum temperature on the surface of the breast for five selected numerical models. The parameter used in the
simulation: the heat transfer coefficient equal to 10 W/mK. The simulation takes into account the type of cancer. The benign
cancer was described by 29,000.00 W/m2 of metabolic heat production and malignant by 58,000.00 W/m2.

Fig. 11The minimal temperature on the surface of the
breast for five selected models. The parameter used in the
simulation: the heat transfer coefficient equal to 20 W/mK.
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he skin breast in thermography and numerical simulations
ere calculated not exactly from the same points lying on the
reast skin. Besides, a constant temperature equal to the
nternal body temperature was assumed on the sides of the
ectangle. It is clear that near the skin, this temperature is
ower. Such a simplification in the boundary conditions
ssumed in the model leads to an increase in the value of
he numerically calculated breast skin temperature. Addition-
lly, in the numerical modeling of the healthy breasts in
ndividual patients, we assumed the same geometry of left and
ight breast anatomy, see the same values of temperature for
oth breasts in Table 4. Besides, the same values in all cases for
ll thermal parameters of skin tissue, adipose tissue and
landular tissue, as well as metabolism and perfusion were
sed. The simplified boundary conditions in the assumed 2D
Please cite this article in press as: Korczak I, et al. Numerical p
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geometrical model of the breast together with non differenti-
ated between patients' thermal tissue parameters are the
main reason for differences between numerical and measured
temperature values. The differences between mean breast
skin temperature measured from thermography and numeri-
cal models were in the range of 1.7 8C–2.23 8C. Additionally,
from Table 4, we observed that the highest temperature in
both methods was obtained in patient number 4 while the
lowest temperature was observed in patient number 3. Based
on Table 1, these patients were characterized by the extreme
values of the measured parameters. Patient 3 had the breast
type P1 and the widest fat layer, whereas patient 4 had breast
type N1 and the finest fat layer. The two others were classified
by the same breast type of P2. Our analysis focuses on showing
the differences between the values of temperature, i.e. on
finding the tendency, not on the modeling of real values of the
skin temperature. Summing up, the numerical model took into
account changes in the geometric parameters like the layer's
size of the adipose, glandular tissue, and skin tissue. These
were the changes in between the breast anatomical structure
of patients without taking into account differences in
particular tissue physiology. We have shown that the breast
type, adipose or glandular, influences measured skin temper-
ature, which corresponds to the greater or smaller thickness of
the adipose tissue layer in the numerical model. Fig. 7 shows
that the temperature of the breasts obtained by numerical
simulations slightly decreased by 1 8C when the thickness of
the fat tissue increased from 0 to 4 mm, and by 1.4 8C when the
thickness of the fat tissue increased from 4 to 8 mm. This
result was in agreement with [13]. A cyst in the breast is a
benign lesion, generally filled with fluid, characterized by the
absence of a vascular system and low metabolism. The lack of
perfusion and metabolism inside the cyst volume reduces the
temperature on the surface of the breast proportionally to the
cyst radius. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the temperature on
the skin decreased with an increase in the cyst radius, as
confirmed in paper [39]. The decrease of temperature was
T = 31.1 8C for the 8 mm cyst in comparison to the tempera-
rediction of breast skin temperature based on thermographic and
med Eng (2020), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bbe.2020.10.007
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ture measured at the surface of the breast without a cyst at
T = 31.6 8C (0.4 8C lower).

By numerical simulation, we confirmed that for the normal
breast the blood perfusion hada greater impact on temperature
distribution' than heat sources connected with the tissue
metabolism. These findings are in agreement with the results
presented in many papers, e.g. [6] and [11,12]. We demonstrated
in Table 5 that when the metabolism value was increased by
40%, the temperature rose by 0.04 8C. Furthermore, it was
observed that perfusion had a greater impact on the tempera-
ture distribution on the breast skin surface. We calculated that
an increase in the metabolism rate by a factor of n = 2 induced
the temperature increase of the only 0.09 8C, while an increase
in the perfusion by a factor of n = 2 caused the temperature to
increase by 0.68 8C. The local tissue metabolism identified
above in the numerical model as the volumetric heat source, in
the case of cancerous tissue is related to the much faster
metabolism in the neoplastic tissue than is expected in the
normal breast. The value of metabolism, 20–40 times greater
than in normal tissue, is proportional to the tumor growth rate
and the degree of lesion malignancy. The intensity of
metabolism is responsible for the power of heat sources. The
value of heat flux transporting heat to the breast skin is also
affected by the size of the lesion. It is determined by the volume
of the lesion, as the total efficiency of heat sources is
proportional to the heat power intensity and extent of the
area of a given metabolism. Additionally, the tumor perfusion,
even having the value greater than in normal surrounding
tissue, it is not as efficient in removing heat as normal, uniform
perfusion of healthy tissue due to chaotic, uneven growth of
blood vessels, i.e. abnormal angiogenesis. In the simulation
performed for cancerous breasts, cf. Table 6, the minimal
temperature enabled us to confirm that the temperature of the
breast surface is strongly connected to the location and
morphology of breast cancer. The tumor radius between 1.75
and 3.50 mm had a significant effect on the temperature
distribution on the skin of the part of the breast closest to the
tumor location. In the early stages of carcinogenesis, lesions
smaller than 3.50 mm in diameter, located farthest from the
skin layer, are the most difficult to detect. The difference in the
minimal temperature, measured at the surface of the healthy
breast and the breast with a benign lesion with a 1.78 mm
radius, was equal to 0.25 8C. For the same radius of a malignant
lesion, the temperature on the skin surface was higher by
0.50 8C. The similar temperature distribution was obtained for a
cancerous lesion with a radius of 3.18 mm, which confirmed
that the temperature distribution on the surface of the breast
also depends on the location of the tumor. For cancerous
lesions over a 4.83 mm radius, the temperature average
increased by 1.50 8C in comparison to the temperature
distribution on the surface without connection to the location
of the tumor. Furthermore, the result of the simulations
confirmed the ‘‘damping’’ character of the fat layer, providing
to decreasing the temperature of the breast's skin, similarly as
in the healthy breasts. Tumors located in the breast area of the
predominant fat gland were difficult to detect by changes in the
skin temperature of the part of the breast closest to the tumor
location (Table 6). It was shown that the temperature on the
breast surface increased from 0.5 8C to 1.5 8C when the
metabolic heat production was doubled (Fig. 10).
Please cite this article in press as: Korczak I, et al. Numerical pred
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As shown in Fig. 9, tumor size had an evident influence on
the temperature distribution on the breast surface. The
temperature on the skin surface increased when the tumor
radius increased (see results of [13]). As can be seen from Fig. 9,
the temperature on the skin surface of a breast with a 1.77 mm
malignant tumor radius was equal to 29.04 8C. For the
malignant breast tumor with a 13.66 mm lesion radius, the
temperature on the skin was equal to 32.19 8C. The tempera-
ture distribution on the breast skin differed for benign and
malignant breast tumors. It was observed that the tempera-
ture was lower on the skin surface for breasts with benign
cancer. An increase in skin surface temperature was also
observed for benign cancer with an increased tumor radius.
For the benign lesion with a 1.77 mm radius, the temperature
on the surface was equal to 28.79 8C. A greater radius of benign
tumors in the breast caused a higher temperature on the
surface equal to 30.52 8C.

Two main factors in abnormal angiogenesis in cancer, a
"braid" of vessels "entwining" the tumor, and the lack of
normal vascular net responsible for heat transfer inside the
tumor volume, change the thermal conductivity coefficient of
cancerous tissue. But we did not consider the change in the
thermal conductivity coefficient in the tumor itself compared
to normal tissue due to the lack of available numerical data in
the literature. We simulated only the change in the conduc-
tivity coefficient of the skin layers was simulated. Namely, the
numerical simulation confirmed that the reduction of the skin
heat conductivity coefficient caused an increase of the breast
surface temperature of 1.0 8C–3.0 8C, depending on the lesion
types inside the breast, a benign cancer lesion, and a
malignant lesion. So it could be assumed that patients with
a greater capacity for heat transfer by the skin will be easier to
diagnose by the thermographic examination. The results
confirmed the significant influence of the thermal properties
of tissue, including the heat transfer coefficient on the
temperature value of the breast skin surface.

5. Conclusions

We introduced a simplified 2D numerical model using
ultrasound data for 14 women that allowed for a qualitative
assessment of their breast condition. The aim of the study was
not to construct a mathematical and numerical model for an
individual patient to achieve compliance with the thermogra-
phy reading. However, we have shown that thermography is
suitable for certain comparative analyzes, in particular for the
classification of the anatomical type of healthy breast. A
simple numerical model, although a difference was obtained
between the measured and calculated skin temperature value
of healthy breasts, allowed to confirm the dependence of the
breast skin temperature on the thickness of the tissue layers
included in the model. We used a simplified numerical model
to analyze the impact of the anatomical heterogeneous
structure of the breasts, particularly the presence of cancer,
on changes in the surface temperature of the breast skin.

The results we obtained for the healthy breasts were
consistent with those obtained from the thermographic
images. In detail, we concluded that the breast thermal
condition is affected by the breast morphology, particularly
iction of breast skin temperature based on thermographic and
ed Eng (2020), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bbe.2020.10.007
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he percentage of fat in the breast tissue, the size of the tumor
r cyst, its location relative to the skin surface, the malignancy
egree of the tumor, and the thermal properties of the
ifferent breast tissues. We showed that increasing the
hickness of the fat tissue causes a decrease in the tempera-
ure value on the surface of the skin. Furthermore, the greater
mpact of the blood perfusion rate variations on the breast
urface temperature changes in comparison to metabolism
eat changes was confirmed. Additionally, the measurable
ecrease in the surface temperature depending on the
resence and size of the cyst was confirmed. The numerical
imulations revealed that the differences in temperature
istribution on the breast surface in the presence of cancer
ay differ between 0.5 8C and 3.0 8C in comparison to healthy
reasts, which means that thermography should detect the
xistence of a cancerous lesion. These findings need more
xamination to find to what extent our simplified numerical
odel and the standard USG data we used as a clinical basis in

he numerical model creation could help in assessing the
sefulness of thermography in the diagnosis of breast cancer
nstead of the more sophisticated models with more advanced
maging techniques that are used now. In the end, we would
ike to repeat that to construct our very simplified model, we
sed USG data, collected from 10 patients and 4 volunteers,
hich is not common in publications on numerical modeling
f thermal processes in the breast in the context of
hermographic diagnostic assessment. The paper [40], pub-
ished very recently in May 2020, which used clinical data (MRI
f 11 patients) to assess thermography, also emphasizes the
mportance of results based on clinical data and the rarity of
uch scientific reports. We have not found any publications in
he IRT assessment, that would directly use ultrasound clinical
ata to build a numerical model of cancerous breast heat
ransfer.
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